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POULTRY FARMERS PUSH FOR REGULATION OF IMPORTS 

Poultry farmers are pushing government to take a bold 

decision to regulate the importation of frozen and other 

finished poultry products into the country, as 500,000 

crates of eggs are waiting to go bad even though players 

in the sector have slashed their price by some 20 percent. 

This is a call being championed by the Ghana National 

Poultry Farmers Association (GNPFA), Women in Poultry 

Value Chain (WIPVAC), Greater Accra Poultry Farmers 

Association (GAPFA) and the Ghana National Egg 

Campaign Secretariat (GNECS).  

Members of these four associations in the poultry value 

chain say they are at their wits’ end and will be forced to 

lay-off their staff and shut down farms if nothing is done, 

soonest, to address their challenges. According to them, 

the troubles of the tourism, hospitality and education 

sectors have exposed them to serious operational 

difficulties, as many of their eggs stay in the farms with 

no buyers available. 

“It is obvious to all of us that the hospitality sector is on 

its knees, the education sector is under a partial lock 

down as well – and this has affected the school feeding 

programme which used lots of eggs. It is a no-brainer 

that poultry farmers are going to find it difficult during 

these times of imposed restriction to stop the spread of 

COVID-19 in the country. We are therefore in trouble, big 

trouble,” the president of WIPVAC, Victoria Norgbey, told 

the B&FT. 

Players in the sector are therefore reiterating a call for 

government to intervene. They are asking for some 

pragmatic directives to ensure the Form Three SHS 

students who will be resuming school will be made to 

take one egg a day to help reduce the number of eggs 

which june go waste due to their perishable nature. They 

are also asking government take the bold decision to 

regulate poultry importation, so that farmers can move 

into the broiler business to sustain their operation. They 

said the regulation should ensure that a minimum 40 

percent of the market share will be controlled by local 

producers – as was the objective under the ‘Broiler 

Project’ by government that never took off. 

According to farmers, the influx of those 

poultry products – whose sources and quality 

could not be ascertained – is not only killing 

the local poultry industry but also poses a health threat to the consuming 

public. The GNPFA is also warning that the development will trickle down to 

affect gains chalked up in the production of maize under the Planting for Food 

and Jobs, if measures are not put in place to address the challenge. “Things are 

terrible. Sometimes we look at the surface of it and make it look like it is not 

alarming; but if you look at how it trickles down to even the maize farmers, then 

you get a better picture. If the eggs are not sold, we can have a situation where 

we throw the eggs away – meaning production cost has gone down the drain. 

“This means we can’t pay for the feed that was given to the birds; and if that 

happens, we are not going to get money to even buy the feed. So, the man who 

is producing maize will not have a market. It is terrible. If we are not able to 

market and let the eggs go waste, the industry is going to collapse,” the Chief 

Executive Officer of AGLOW Farms and member of GNPFA told this paper. He 

added that: “If you look at maize that is produced, over 70 percent is consumed 

by the poultry industry. If poultry is not functioning, maize will not have any 

market.” 

Players in the sector also want individuals to increase their intake of eggs as 

they begin a ‘One Day, One Egg’ campaign. The campaign will talk to the health 

benefits of eggs and how they are great immune-boosters in this time of COVID-

19. They also calling on corporate Ghana to help alleviate their plight by 

donating more eggs for vulnerable groups to help boost their immune systems. 

https://www.ghanaweb.com 
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The Zambian Kwacha in Wednesday ‘s trading 

sessions reversed its previous gains, initially opening 

at K17.950 and K18.00 per dollar bid and offer to 

hitting a low of K17.730 and K18.050   by intraday. 

The local unit went on to settle at K17.960 and 

18.010 per dollar bid and offer   by close of business. 

Market activity was fairly characterized by excess 

dollar liquidity in the early morning trading session 

however by mid-day demand had outweighed supply 

pushing the local unit weaker.  

 Today, the local unit has opened on the back foot of 

the greenback at K18.00 and K18.050 per dollar bid 

and offer, 0.030 points lower from where it closed.  

We expect the local unit to trade within its newly 

established range with a weaker bias on account of 

reduced demand for the dollar.  

Wednesday saw the Banks’ current account balance 

grow by ZMW50.14 million from ZMW2,079.98 

million to ZMW2,130.12 million. Interbank activity 

however continued to fall from ZMW290.00 million 

traded previously to ZMW254.50 million, a 12% 

decline.  The cost of funds on the overnight 

interbank market increased by 2 basis points to 

9.30%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

PAZ TIPS STATE ON SOYA BEANS, MAIZE EXPORT 

To help stabilize prices of stock feed, the Poultry Association of Zambia (PAZ) 

Executive Manager, Mr. Dominic Chanda has called on Government to trade 

cautiously when exporting maize and soya beans. Zambia is this year expected to 

record a fourth historic maize bumper harvest in 26 years estimated at 3.4 million 

tons, and soya beans is expected to increase by 47 percent from 281,389 tons the 

previous season. “We need to secure the maize and soya beans we have produced 

and minimize exports to avoid the situation we faced last year. I am appealing to the 

Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries not to allow 

exports at this stage. “If we start exporting early, we may have a shortage and the 

prices of stock feed will be hiked, thereby negatively affecting the small-scale poultry 

farmers who are growing chickens and this might affect the consumers. Mr. Chanda 

said. The Executive Manager added that exports of soybeans should not be 

entertained at all costs especially at this moment instead the focus should be on 

exporting value added products. The poultry industry has grown in the recent past 

coupled with expansions and new investments in feed processing. As a result, we 

need all the soybeans produced to be used locally, Mr. Chanda said. The government 

through FRA has announced the flow price for maize for the 2020/21 marketing 

season which stand at ZMK 110 per 50 kgs bag. Mr. Chanda welcomed the maize 

price reduction indicating that this move will help cushion the price of stock feed 

and help revamp the livestock sector. Source: http://www.daily-mail.co.zm/paz-

tips-state-on-soya-beans-maize-export/ 
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DOC BROILER AND PULLET 

PRICES ADJUSTS UPWARDS 

The prices of broiler day-old chicks registered some upward 

adjusted during the first week of June 2020. The broiler prices 

now average ZMK 6.10 per day old chick up from ZMK6.0 

obtained the past few weeks. The lowest chick on the market is 

still trading at ZMK5.5 and the highest is still ZMK6.50 per day 

old chicks, depending on location. However, there were no 

movements on the prices of pullets on the market which are 

now averaging ZMK12.75 per day old pullet, with the highest 

being ZMK14.900 and the lowest is still selling at ZMK10.5 per 

day old chick. The price for SASSOL being supplied by 

Heartland Best from Livingstone is still trading at ZMK 5.5 per 

DOC. The price for the improved free-range such as Black 

Austrolopes, Bushvelds and Kroilers ranging between ZMK 12 

to ZMK25 depending on the size. The graph captures the 

national average price trend for the day-old broiler chicks. For 

the pullets, most of the bookings are open between June and 

July 2020 depending on the volumes and source. Check Figure 2 

for the price trend, curtesy of PAZ 

 

The prices for the frozen chicken remained unchanged for the 

first week of June 2020. The average price for the whole frozen 

chicken in Lusaka traded at about ZMK 28.5 per kg for the past 

one week. The lowest price in some chainstores is still trading at 

ZMK26.99per kg while the highest is trading at ZMK31.99 per kg. 

The chicken sizes are ranging between 1.3kg to 1.7kg in different 

stores. Please note that the prices are obtained from Pick n Pay, 

Shoprite, Zambeef, Melisa Supermarket, Chopies and Cheers 

Stores. Different outlets have different pricing models hence the 

figures displayed is an average price for all the sampled 

chainstores. It should also be noted that these are Lusaka prices 

only. For the price trend, check figure3 

 

 

The national average prices for the live broiler chickens 

remained unchanged in the open markets for the first 

week of June 2020. There were equally no major 

movements on prices for the x-layers as well as the free-

range chickens. The national live broiler bird prices 

averaged ZMK57.33 with the lowest price being Lusaka 

posting ZMK 50 per Live Chicken and the highest being 

ZMK65. The x-layers have also averaged ZMK 40 per bird, 

with lowest being ZMK 35 and highest being ZMK 45 in 

some districts. Check figure 4 on the next page. 

PRICE FOR POINT OF LAY REMAIN UNCHANGED 

The prices for the Point of Lay did not registered any movements during the first 

week of June 2020. The average price is still ranging between ZMK90 for bulk 

consignments to ZMK98 per bird for small volumes depending on the supplier and 

the volume. There are fewer birds on the market as most supply is scheduled for 

June and July. However, there are a fewer bird available for June bookings. 

For the beginners who are interested in getting battery cages, cage prices have 

been hiked now ranges between ZMK4,850 to ZMK8, 000 depending on the 

capacity and also the sources of the cages. Quails cages, Rabbit Cages as well as 

first hand layers cages are all available on the market with differing prices 

depending on the source and location. Limited quantities of Point of lay are 

available on the market. 

 

LIVE CHICKEN PRICES REMAINS UNCHANNGED 

 

WHOLE DRESSED CHICKEN PRICES REMAINS 

FLAT 
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The egg prices in the domestic market adjusts upwards 

during the first week of June 2020. The retail prices in open 

markets ranges between ZMK33 to ZMK36. Most farm gate 

prices average ZMK 32 per tray. Further, retail prices in some 

Chain stores remained unchanged, the prices averaged 

between ZMK40 to ZMK43.99 per tray of 30 eggs depending 

on the supplier and packaging. The weakening local currency, 

inadequate increase in the prices of feed is having a greater 

impact on the profit margins for the farmers as the traders 

tend to take up much of the profits from the commodity. For 

the price trend, refer to figure 5 

 

 

The national average prices for the poultry feed registered 

some downward price movements for the first week running. 

Broiler starter is now trading at ZMK 379.33  per 50kg bag 

same as the price from ZMK 379.33 obtained last. Broiler 

Grower Averages ZMK358.62 from 363 per 50 kg bag 

obtained week. Broiler finisher also averages ZMK347.13 

down from ZMK352 per 50kg bag  obtained first week. In the 

same vain, there were equally about 25 price reduction on the 

Layer feed. The prices ranges from ZMK318.33 for pullet 

starter, ZMk282.53 for pullet grower, ZMk 252.53 for pullet 

developer and ZMK279.64 for layers mash. For those 

compunding their ownfeed, ingredients prices have been stable  

as outlined in the graphs from 6 to 9 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

NATIONAL EGG PRICES REMAINS 

ADJUSTS UPWARDS 
 

FEED PRICES REGISTERED SOME 

MOVEMENTS FOR THE FIRST WEEK OF JUNE 
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SPONSORS OF POULTRY  
NEWS 

This poultry news has been sponsored by 

ZAMHATCH, TIGER CHICKS, NATIONAL 

MILLING, HYBRID POULTRY FARM ZAMBIA 

LIMITED,EGG TECH INCUBATORS, BUPO 

ANIMAL HEALTH AND BIMEDA 

WOULD LIKE TO PARTNER? 

The requirement for this sponsorship is ZMK 

12,000 per year. The sponsor will have a free space 

to advertise on this poultry news every week for 52 

weeks in a year. Advertising space is also available 

on our website. For terms and conditions please 

contact the Secretariat on 0211 256354.  PLEASE 

NOTE ALSO THAT WE CAN RUN ANY ADVERT 

BASED ON YOUR SPECIFICATION AND TIMING. 

 
POULTRY ASSOCIATION OF 

ZAMBIA MEMBERSHIP 
Are you an active poultry farmer and a registered 
member of the Poultry Association of Zambia? If 
not please visit PAZ Secretariat in the 
showgrounds, ZNFU Stand just by the roundabout. 
Registration is free and make sure you obtain a 
membership card, and ensure that you come with 
a receipt of day-old chick’s purchase to be 
registered. So, the only requirement is a receipt 
showing you purchased day old chicks from PAZ 
affiliated Hatchery 

 

 

 


